
Maths - Division
As always with maths, please encourage your children to show their working 
out and feel free to use physical resources to help them when needed.



Day 1 - Sharing
This week we will be looking at division. Before the Christmas 
holidays we had learnt about multiplication, so we will start off 
with a quick recap on that.

The focus in this lesson is on sharing and recognising how a 
specific amount of items can be shared equally between a 
certain amount of people. 



Multiplication recap!
Think about how we worked these out before Christmas. You might want to use 
repeated addition to help you!

There are ___ equal groups with ___ in each group.

There are ___ pencils.

__ x __ = 



There are ___ equal groups with ___ in each group.

There are ___ pencils.

__ x __ = 

Challenge:
Can you draw this as 

an array?



Now try these ones, don’t forget to show your working out!

2 x 3 = 

4 x 5 =

3 x 3 =



https://docs.google.com/file/d/13JnfkPLZchH_581fMYsdUaeujHPKBjVf/preview


Rosie and Jeff have got some sweets.

Can you draw a line in to share the sweets equally between them?



Well done! Now can you tell me how many sweets 
each child gets?

Each child gets ____ sweets.

4 sweets shared equally between 2 is ____



These 4 children are sharing some grapes.

Can you draw lines in to share the grapes equally between them?

Each child gets ____ grapes.

8 grapes shared equally between 4 is ______.



Well done, your lines should have looked like this.

Each child gets 2 grapes.

8 grapes shared equally between 4 is 2.



Mr Monkey has got lots of bananas here, can you 
count them?



Mr Monkey wants to share these 16 bananas between 4 boxes.

How many bananas will 
there be in each box?



16 bananas shared between 4 boxes is _____.

There will be ___ bananas in each box.



There are 20 counters.

Can you share the 20 counters between 2 people?

How many counters does each person get?

Can you share the counters between 5 people?

How many counters does each person get?

Can you share the counters between 10 people?

How many counters does each person get?



Please now complete this sheet.



Day 2 - Sharing 
In this lesson we will continue to look at making equal groups using sharing. 

Feel free to use physical resources to help with your child’s understanding of 
sharing. 



https://docs.google.com/file/d/12FAH63cvSieXVL6uEMJLmiS329iRFsRx/preview


Burlington Bear has 8 pencils.

He wants to share them equally 
between these 2 boxes. 

Can you show how he would do 
that?



Can you complete the sentences now?

There are 8 pencils. 

There are __  boxes. 

There are __ pencils in each box.



I have 10 cubes. 
Can you share them into 5 equal groups?



Well done! It should look like this.

There are __ cubes. 

There are __ groups. 

There are __ cubes in each group.



There are 10 cubes. 

There are 5 groups. 

There are 2 cubes in each group.

We can then write this as a division sentence.

10 ÷ 5 = 2



9 flowers are shared equally between 3 vases.
Can you complete the division sentence for this?

__ ÷ __ = 



Burlington Bear has 12 rubbers.
He shares them between 3 of his friends.
How many does each friend get?

__  ÷ __ = 



Please now complete the sheet.



Day 3 - Grouping
Today we are looking at grouping as a method for division. 

Our starter for today is to practise counting in 2s, 3s, 5s and 10s as this 
helps with grouping. Please encourage your child to use the 100 square to help 
them if needed.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tLXgkjUDvAJkuPCRIPpO7eTqAekogqRa/preview


Starter:

Can you count in 2s, 3s, 5s and 10s?



Mrs MacMillan has some counters.
Can you circle groups of 2?



Mrs MacMillan has some counters.
Can you circle groups of 2?

There are ___ counters altogether. 
 

There are ___ equal groups of 2 
counters.







How many doughnuts can you see?
Can you put them into groups of 4?
Can you group them in any other way?



Now please complete the sheet.



Day 4 - Grouping
In this lesson we are continuing with grouping, now introducing grouping for 
division.

We will be looking at counting in 5s to help us as well as using an empty 
number line. Please encourage your child to use whatever working out they are 
most comfortable with.



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1E2pNRBJffiAhUWWOTSZHHUJi7juJQLsW/preview






One 5 is 5.
Two 5s are 10.
Three 5s are 15.



__  ÷ __ = 



There are 14 sweets.
I need to put 2 in each bag.
How many bags will I have?

__  ÷ __ = 



Can you solve these division problems now using 
either grouping or sharing?



Now please complete the sheet.


